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Don’t forget - if you need anything,  

don’t hesitate to contact us  
2 

A special Birthday A special Birthday A special Birthday 
for a Special Lady.for a Special Lady.for a Special Lady.   
Beverley receives Beverley receives Beverley receives 
flowers from the flowers from the flowers from the 

Sunday School to Sunday School to Sunday School to 
celebrate her celebrate her celebrate her    

Lockdown Birthday Lockdown Birthday Lockdown Birthday    
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Here comes the summer ... 

Usually at this time of year most 

of us would be looking forward to 

the summer.  We‘d have planned a 

week or two away, maybe 

booking it in the autumn to give us 

something to look forward to. Or 

maybe we had a special event 

coming up like a wedding or other 

big family get together. Plans are 

something we like to make, some 

of us more than others.  We like 

to know what‘s going to happen in 

the future so we can be prepared, 

and usually that‘s what occurs. 

 

But not this year, many a holiday, 

wedding or other special event 

has been cancelled due to Covid 

19, along with so much more. 

Sadly, other things we didn‘t plan 

for have happened; lockdown, 

shielding, not seeing our family and 

friends and not being able to 

worship together. Also, for those 
who have lost loved ones, not 

being able to gather to say a 

proper farewel l .  And it‘s 

important that we not only 

acknowledge what‘s happened, but 

also allow ourselves time to 

grieve.  Grief is important, 

although not necessarily a pleasant 

experience to go through, and 

often    something    we‘d    rather  Patrick 

Thank You for Giving ... 
 

St Stephen‘s churchwardens would like to 

thank everyone for their continued giving 

to the work of the parish of St Stephen's 

over the past 12 months either by 

envelope, standing order or cash placed 

on the plate during a service. Your 

contributions are very much appreciated 

and help towards the cost of running of 

the church. We are grateful that those 

who give by standing order have 

continued to do so during the past couple 

of months, and of course we realise that 

it has been very difficult for others as it 

has not been possible to attend church to 

hand in their envelopes.  
 

As you may be aware, from Monday 15 

June, the church is open (initially for 

private individual prayer only) on Monday, 

Wednesday and Saturday 10:30 am to 

11:30 am when it will be possible to 

come into church to pray and/or light a 

candle; it also gives you the opportunity 

to bring your envelopes should you wish 

to do so. If you would like to give to the 

church via standing order, the necessary 

form will be available in church for you to 

complete and then hand in to your bank.  
 

Once again dear friends,  

we thank you for your 

support and the 

contributions - in 

whatever way they 

are made - to our 

wonderful church of 

St Stephen's, here in 

the heart of Burnley 

Wood. 

ignore or try to bypass.  Yet it‘s  

something we need to go through 

as it gives us time to process our 

feelings and to acknowledge our 

loss.  

As we begin to emerge from 

lockdown there will be a lot of 

people who will just  want to ‗get 

back to normal‘ – although for 

many of us we no longer know 

what that means, as this global 

pandemic has impacted on every 

area of life and will continue to do 

so for some time yet.  And this will 

be true for us as a church, we will 
need time to grieve the festivals 

and time we have missed 

ce lebra t i ng  toge ther ,  and 

remember that a new normal is 

being formed, that we are still in 

the process of planning to enable 

us to come together safely. Doing 

Church will be ‗a work in progress‘ 

for some time, so please bear with 

us, and who knows what God 

might have in store for us as we 

move forward. 

One of the benefits of being a 

clergy couple is sharing ideas, so 

thank you to Lisa for writing this. 

Looking forward to seeing you as 

and when we can gather together. 

Please ensure that all articles for the JULY 

magazine are submitted no later than 

15th June:    

pamelamcgrath1@hotmail.com 
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Hello everyone, 
 

We hope you are all well and coping in 

whichever way is the best way for you to 

keep well and safe during this dreadful 

situation. 
 

The members of our Church and the 

members of St. Stephen‘s Church have 

worked very hard to ensure that we are 

able to be together in prayer during this 

time.  Rev. Patrick and Rev. Lisa are holding 

morning and evening prayers with the help 

of Rev. Liz and Paul.  We are also enjoying 

Sunday evening Reflections with Alan.  

Thank you all so much.  It is a great help to 

us all. 
 

Meena is working incredibly hard with the 

parents and children of Sunday School.  It 

must take hours  of preparation time to be 

able to achieve everything which the 

children are doing.  Thank you very much. 

Our friend Frank Greenhalgh has recently 

moved into McCauley Mount, Padiham 

Road, Burnley.   He has settled in well and 

is enjoying being looked after.   I am sure 

he would appreciate a friendly chat with 

any of his friends from Church.   
 

The work at Church is progressing well and 

looking beautiful.  Here are some 

photographs for you to see how progress is 

being made.  Some day we will be able to 

go back and enjoy being together in our 

Church once again. 
 

Take care everyone.  Stay safe and stay 

well. 

Stewart and Sandra 

Parish Share Certificate ... a message from Patrick, the Rector 

Certificates have been 

in short supply in 

recent months, as 

very little has been 

going on. However, 

we have received the 

Certificates for paying 

our 2019 Parish Share 

in full. This is the 

donation we make 

towards the cost of 

Stipendiary Ministry 

[i.e. the Vicar] not 

that I receive it all, as 

it also invests in 

Pensions, housing, and training for all clergy. 
 

This year, we are in a very different situation with no fund raising and no 

regular collections due to our Churches being closed for the time being. We 

are grateful to those who support the work of the church by direct payment 

and we look forward to receiving donations when we re-open later this 

summer. As ever I would remind you that the cost of running a church and 

ministry do not decrease, so if you are able to increase your giving when we re 

open that would be really helpful and much appreciated. If you are not a regular 

giver and would like to start, please contact the Treasurer of the Church, 

phone numbers 

are elsewhere in 

the magazine. 
 

For St Stephen‘s 

Church, the new 

box of envelopes 

is being distributed 

with the magazine. 

 

Many thanks for 

your continued 

support.  
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open. We are extremely grateful to 

you all for your time, St Peters 

parishioners included, for making 

things run smoothly with strict social 

distancing measures in place.  

 

It is hoped that in the coming months 

we will be able to worship together 

as one. Things are changing day by 

day as we progress through the 

months. It would be good to hold 

Evensong  and Matins  at St Stephen‘s 

whilst St Peters church is undergoing 

alterations.  I‘m sure most people 

would agree that we help where we 

are able.  

 

VIDEO, FACEBOOK, WHATSAPP, ZOOM 

ETC ETC ETC… 

 

Throughout the past months it has 

become evident that social media has 

played its part helping us to keep 

connected. It would be a good time 

now to reflect on getting back to face

-to-face personal  encounters. Sitting 

in your armchair on ZOOM and  

other media  is great,  but not really 

what we are about as a church. Let‘s 

hope that we can get  back to a more 

normal life within our church 

buildings. St Stephen‘s  church has 

undergone extreme works with much   

thought and planning over the past 

years,  utilising every part of the 

building as much as we are able.  - 

Buildings DO MATTER!  

 

An announcement or date  still hasn‘t 

been set for an APCM (Annual 

parochial church meeting) This has  

/continued ... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

doing the re-roping  ourselves. If we 

fail, then a Steeplejack will have to be 

employed.  

 

BACK TO CHURCH ... 

 

Thank you to everyone who has 

worked extremely  hard on behalf of 

the wardens (We are still shielding 

ATM) to act for us regarding the 

opening of the church for private  

prayer in June. It was planned for July 

7th but a shock announcement came 

through a month early that we were 

to open our doors. Our  PCC agreed 

from a proposal from  the wardens 

that Paul Hannah, Linda Pounder, 

Pam McGrath and Geoffrey Kay act  

on behalf of the churchwardens to 

plan and expedite the whole process.  

We  were however,  one step ahead, 

planning weeks ahead before any 

announcements were made.  

 

It‘s very gratifying to know that we 

have  maintained the look of the 

interior of the church whilst keeping 

to the rules and regulations.  

Thanks to all the people who have 

volunteered to staff the church on 

the three days that the church will be  

old one bringing it up to date, this is 

free of charge as it is still under 

guarantee. Unfortunately the other 

work comes at a cost to  the church 

finances . We will have to spend 

somewhere in the region of £500 plus 

to have this essential wear and tear  

work  carried  out. On top of that, 

the annual fee for maintaining the  

clock is over £250. VAT has to be 

added to this bill. We won‘t have 

much change from around £900. Very  

expensive to say the least.  

 

The church clock has become a part 

of the Burnley Wood  community and 

shines throughout the hours of 

darkness. This tells people that we are 

at home and still making our  mark on 

the community.  

 

FLYING THE FLAG AT  ST STEPHEN‘S ... 

 

We are pleased 

to report that 

the church St 

George  flag has  

n o w  b e e n 

replaced with a 

new one. Thanks to Paul Hannah and 

Geoffrey Kay for carrying out the 

task. Not easy when one has  to social 

distance,  keep to the distancing 

guidelines. On inspection it was found 

that the roping wasn‘t how it should 

be. A long story short, we will do our 

best to overcome the problem by  

 

AS TIME GOES BY ... 

 

We have certainly been blessed with 

wonderful weather over the past few 

months. The lovely  weather has 

brought about an abundance of 

weeds outside the church. I‘m 

pleased to say that  Burnley Borough 

Council‘s, Street Scene department  

have agreed to help us in removing 

our unwanted little weeds ... Thank 

you Burnley Borough Council.  

 

Keeping the church looking lived in is 

an  essential part of a church wardens 

duties. We are very  grateful to all 

who help to keep the church grounds 

in order. Your work doesn‘t go 

unnoticed.  

 

As time goes by, a year in fact,  we 

find ourselves  in the throws of 

general yearly maintenance on the 

church clock and other routine 

maintenance jobs . It was noted last 

year by our contracted engineers, 

The Cumbria 

Clock  Company  

that some of the 

working  parts in 

the mechanism  

were badly worn 

due to wear and 

tear. A new 

computerised 

device which 

controls the clock  will replace the  
8 
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been difficult during lockdown so let  hope there is some action to plan an 

APCM soon.  
 

It‘s hoped that a virtual PCC may be possible at some stage so we can discuss 

matters. Not an ideal scenario but the best  we have a the minute.  
 

WAR MEMORIAL WINDOW WW1 ... 
 

We are now restarting talks/paperwork on 

the grant for the WW1 window at church. 

A grant acceptance  has been sent to us but 

this has to be passed by the PCC as to 

whether we accept this grant or not?   The 

instructions from the diocese that only 

essential maintenance work has to be 

carried out at the moment has left us in 

somewhat of a situation. Our Financial state 

may have  changed considerably due to the 

pandemic so it will now have to be decided 

if we are to go ahead with the work 

proposed. It would be regrettable if we 

were to shelve the project due to cost as so 

much time and effort has gone into the 

planning of the process. In fact almost five 

years.  

 

We will keep you In The Loop should anything occur during the coming 

months, but until our next report to you all. One and all,  enjoy the lovely 

summer, keep safe, keep  smiling and, CARRY ON ! 

 

When life feels heavy, it‘s only natural to long for a sense of control. Our souls 

seek calm amid the storm; peace among the chaos. And yet, with each new day, 

we turn on the news and see another upsetting story unfolding halfway across 

the world — or right in our own backyards. The human need to somehow 

make sense of it all runs deep, even when the things that worry us are much 

bigger than ourselves, and our ability to control them feels non-existent. But 

the power of prayer can be strong, whether we‘re facing inner turmoil, conflict 

at home, or anxiety about the state of the world around us. For that reason, 

prayers for peace can bring us comfort in times when nothing else will, and 

centre our spirits by reminding us that paving a path towards a peaceful world 

starts within ourselves. 

Keith – Jean & Betty   

St Peter’s Church ... 
 

FINANCE ... 
 

We are being well held up with our standing 

orders from the congregation but of course are 

now receiving the FW envelopes. It would be 

appreciated if you could please save up these 

envelopes and bring a cheque for the total 

amount once we are open for services again. 

We intend to open up the appeal for 

£10000.00 to provide items for the new 

meeting room once we are open again. We 

have already received some donations which 

are really appreciated. 
 

CHURCH IMPROVEMENTS ... 
 

As you probably already know, the builders 

returned to Church about four weeks ago and 

they have since then made good progress. They 

completed stripping out the kitchen and toilet 

areas and removed the stairs to New Zealand 

and have now completed the drainage work 

and sectioned off the new kitchen and male and 

ladies toilets with partitioning and blocked up 

the doorway from the Church into that toilet 

space and created a new large hatch and 

besides it a new doorway into the kitchen and 

toilet area. The work is of very high standard 

and looks really good. The new beams will now 

be fixed in the new meeting room area and the 

screens erected. Soon work will begin on the 

erection of the new screens and plastering and 

the fitting of new plumbing items in the kitchen 

etc. The logo for the new glass inner entrance 

doors from the porch will have been chosen by 

the time you read this.  
 

I believe that you will be very pleased with the 

results. 
 

   David 

 

News just 

in that our 

C h u r c h -

w a r d e n , 

Keith has 

b e e n 

asked by the Diocese to 

sit on the DAC (Diocesan 

Advisory Committee) 

 

The DAC is a very 

k n o w l e d g e a b l e 

committee and consists 

of all types of professions, 

stained glass, heating, 

bells, clocks, electrical, 

structural, timber, organs 

etc. with the odd 

Churchwarden  and 

member of the clergy. 

 

Apparently he has been 

recommended because of 

the  knowledge and 
expertise he has picked 

up over the years,  and 

they feel he would be a 

valuable member to have 

on board. 

 

I think we would agree 

with the Diocese!! 

 

(But do they know what 

they‘ve let themselves in 

for?!!!!) 

11 
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   ST STEPHEN’S BRANCH 

Hello everyone. 
 

I hope this finds you all well and coping as well as can be expected with 

lockdown. There does seem to be more of a light at the end of the 

tunnel. Just today I‘ve heard that people who have been shielding are to 

be told when they can step outside, hopefully it won‘t be too far in the 

future. 
 

With regard to our MU programme for this year we have already missed 

so many events. In more normal times, by now we would have listened 

to both Christine Harbour and Christine White tell us of events and 

times in their lives. We could have become expert cake decorators if 

we‘d been able to have our interactive session with Jenny Walton! 
 

In June we were due to visit Woodend Mining Museum and partake of 

delicious afternoon tea in their cafe. I do hope the museum will still be 
open and functioning at the end of all this. Although only very small it 

displays so much memorabilia and is testament to the hard work of 

curators Harry and Carole Johnson. 
 

I‘m looking forward to when we can have our first meeting, and pray it‘s 

not too far away. We won‘t have to think too hard about a new 

programme for next year. All the speakers we have had to postpone will 

be at the top of the list! 

 

CELEBRATION CORNER 
 

JULY 
 

Two Happy Birthdays this month.  
 

Firstly to Helen Laycock on July 4th, and then to Pauline Lockwood on 

July 22nd. 
 

Happy Anniversary to Elaine and Jim Taberner for July 12th, celebrating 

forty-five years of marriage. 

 

13 
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“I am the resurrection and the life 
The one who believes in me will live, 

even though they die.” 
 

(John 11:25) 

 

July in the Memorial Book of St Stephen’s 

1st July Harold Jardine Pick 

3rd Annie Parker 

5th Mary Walker, Emily Halsted 

6th Norman Dyke 

7th Sarah Yates 

8th Ernest Smith 

9th Frank Swinnerton, Charles W. Tomblin 

10th Dr. Leonard Fenton 

11th Alice Martins Clegg 

13th Stephen Gerald Leaver 

14th John Halford Cookson 

17th Thomas Derham, Alan Batey 

18th Byerley Claude Leem Bruggen 

21st Thomas Hartley Clegg, Margaret Yates 

22nd Amy Derham, Barbara Baldwin 

25th Edna Margaret Barritt, Barbara Bailey 

26th Rose Shaw 

27th Roger Hargreaves 

30th Florence Uttley 

31st James Kenniford Wilson, W. Leslie Eastwood 

July in the Memorial Book at St Peter’s 

14 

st Arthur Taylor 

2nd Annie Dixon 

3rd Robert Leslie Driver 

4th James Bastable 

5th Lilias B Watson, Susannah Towler, Eileen C Grimshaw, Mary Pearson 

6th Sarah L Howarth, Jack Mason, Derek Edwards, Arthur Geoffrey Imeson 

8th Derek Lamb 

10th  Maurice Raymond Finn 

11th Doris Hargreaves, John Talbot, Wilfred Baker 

12th Albert Hartley, Hilda M Gillibrand, Tom Howarth, Ellspeth Mary Kidner 

13th Mary Heyslop 

14th Ted Neale, Edna May Stuttard, Adelaide May G Evans, William Taylor Cathcart 

15th Joyce Graves, James Barton, Henry Grimshaw, Richard Jackson Maudsley,  

Harold V Yates, Susannah Smith, Muriel Rosemary Williams 

16th Edna Murray 

17th Alice Campbell, Dorothy Lund 

18th Dorothy Mary Williamson, Keith Holden, Philip Noone 

19th Frank Howarth, Elizabeth Proctor, Eva Fitton 

20th Mary Hibbert 

21st John William Maudsley, Joan Wadsworth 

22nd Alan Marsden, Margaret Charlotte Stubbs, Tom Watson, Mary Caroline Osborne 

23rd Dorothy Jacques, Evelyn Greenfield 

24th Walter Cawkwell, Albert Barton Marshall, Charles Howard Earnshaw,  

John Howells Haworth 

25th Edith Marsden 

26th Elizabeth Schofield, Jane Watson, Lawrence Fielding, Samuel Sutcliffe,  

Clifford Mortimore, George Craven 

27th Susannah Lord, Jack Saunt, Florence Landles 

28th Annie Robert, Goerge Whitaker, Mona Hardacre 

29th Joseph Culshaw Titley 

30th Martha Webster, Robert Dewhirst, John Bleasdale 

31st William Thornton, Kevin Hopwood 
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Over the last few weeks we‘ve all 

learned stuff that we never 

imagined would be part of our 

lives, we‘ve learned about 

infection rates, viral loads, R rate, 

and, unfortunately, anxiety. 

 

Our access to 24 hour news 

updates bombards us with statistic 

after extreme statistic in their 

relentless quest to secure viewers 

for their advertising revenue and 

leads us to feel that the world is a 

dangerous place (it isn‘t!). 

 
Whilst all this is going on it would 

be easy to retreat into ourselves 

and our quest for sanitiser gel and 

forget those around us that are 

struggling to keep their family fed 

and clothed, but just as John 

Wesley spread his message and 

lifted people during a time of 

pneumonic plague, dysentery, 

smallpox and cholera, the good 

people of St. Stephen‘s and St. 

Peter‘s have really risen to the 

challenge and donated over £100 

of food and money to the St. 

Matthew‘s and Church on the 

Street food bank every week.  

That‘s eight families we have 

supported every month, 350 people 

in a year feeling Christian kindness, 

and if just 10% of them remember 

that kindness and are moved to pay 

it on at some point in their life, as 

the footballer Marcus Rashford was 

moved to do, then we will be part 

of a pandemic worth spreading. 

 
Christ told us to love our 

neighbour as ourselves and that 

simple instruction is perhaps the 

most powerful guide for positive 

change we can be part of. We can‘t 

change the world, but we can all 

change somebody‘s world, and 

ultimately, that changes everything. 

 

(If you have food or donations and 

can‘t get over to St. Matthew‘s on 

the collection days just let Linda or 

me know and we‘ll be delighted to 

collect ) 
 

Paul 

Fr Alex Frost writes ... 
 

It's been a very busy time for Fr Alex and the folks over 

 at St Matthew's Burnley as the local need for a food-

bank provision has got bigger and bigger. Collections 

take place every Saturday and Sunday morning where Fr Alex and Pastor 

Mick Flemming from Church on the Street Ministries receive people's 

kind offerings.  
 

The food is collected and then distributed to some of the most 

vulnerable families in and around Burnley, many of which are in the 

parish of St Stephen‘s. Many people have simply struggled to cope with 

children being off school and the increased food demand that places on a 

family. Also people with chronic addiction issues are being helped 

including people, who for many years have been living with no fixed 

abode.  
 

But it's not just people you might historically associate with foodbanks, 

but also families from our surrounding villages like Worsthorne and 

Cliviger where families have received parcels.  
 

The folk of Burnley have been hugely generous with people donating 

weekly with food parcels and financial donations, this includes a number 

of people from St Peter's and St Stephens.  As the things start to ease it's 

expected the need for food parcels will continue throughout the 

summer, particularly as we now understand many children will not 

return to school this side of September.  
 

If you'd like to help in anyway, do get in touch with Paul Hannah who 

visits the foodbank regularly and would be happy to take any offerings 

you may have.  
 

A big thank you from everyone at St Matthew's on behalf of those 

families who have benefited from people's exceptional kindness and 

giving. 
 

Fr Alex  
(Vicar St Matthew's, Burnley) 

Paul‘s Contact details: 

Email:  expansia.ph@gmail.com 

Tel:   07967 644709 

Linda‘s Contact details: 

Email:  expansia.lh@gmail.com 

Tel:   07432 690082 
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cannot live through our times (whenever they are, or were) without truly 

knowing that God himself is and always was, the Word  Himself.  It is woven in 

His very being.  It is the very soul of the Creator. 
 

As we emerge through this time of history,  our Church (which is not St 

Peter‘s or St. Stephen‘s or Saint Anywhere Else‘s). It is us, His people.  We 

must listen to  His voice. We must hear His message if we wish healing in our 

land and in our world . 
 

An army is sustained by food and drink. God‘s word is sustenance to His 

people. An army is equipped to fight. We must be equipped with the sword of 

the Spirit and our feet shod with the gospel of Peace, Love and Redemption. 

There are people out there, crying out for God and they cannot find the way. 

The information they need is lost in fear, media frenzy, immorality ,love of 

money and power, and leaders who are giving confused and sometime irrational 

messages ! 
 

God is calling out for people to be transformed.  Jesus is waiting to receive the 

people  in His Redemptive power. 
 

We must ask God to give us His grace. We must boldly  use His gifts to 

empower us.  Prayer and worship must not be just now and then.  Prayer is 

our weapon in the fight. Worship is our gratitude. 
 

We ―are living in the now!  Let‘s bend the knee and ask Him ―How?‖ 

LET US START TO PRAY. Chronicles 2. Chapter 7 verse 14. 
 

 

“If my people who are called by name will humble themselves  and pray and 

seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear-them from 

heaven, and I will forgive their ways, and will heal their land.” 
 

Many blessings.  

Christine H. 
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I have recently been sorting out my old 

photos from my great grandfather down to 

our great grandchildren. Looking through 

the older photos it made me think about 

how much we are products of our time. 

Our actions, depend on the information we 

understood at that  particular time. Putting 

my parents in the context of their era has 

given me a new understanding of them and 

their thinking. For example my great 

grandfather was a tailor to the gentry, and 

quite a wealthy business man.  However he 

became an alcoholic, and lost all his money.  

Consequently the next generations, including my father, were born into abject 

poverty. My grandmother found the Lord ,  via the Methodist church in 

Clitheroe, and brought up 6 children on her own (she took in washing , as 

there was  no Social Security then).  My lovely  father then became a lay 

preacher and a total abstinence zealot!  Whilst it is good to look back and learn 

from history we actually live in the Now. 
 

What is our benchmark then in these tumultuous days?  It seems like God has 

sent a huge tsunami, to turn our world and our church upside down! Why 

therefore are we so surprised?  If we look in the early part of the Bible. God 

sent a flood into the whole of the land.  However,  God spoke to one man, 

Noah, who obeyed His  instructions ensuring the procreation of both man and 

beast.  Why  not also refresh  your memory by reading the story of Joseph (in 

Genesis), A story of treachery, false imprisonment and of reconciliation 

and  forgiveness. 
 

Moses, chosen by God, was an ineloquent man, who led  disgruntled  people 

through a wilderness towards God‘s  Promised land. Sadly, he himself never 

saw it, but he lives on, a legend in many faiths. 
 

Don‘t forget Jesus himself lived through a time of suppression by Roman rulers. 

His crucifixion ordered by Pontus Pilate, the Roman governor of Judaea. 
 

What is our benchmark then as we come slowly emerging from the lockdown? 

Look no further than John 1 v1.  ‗In the beginning was the Word and the Word 

was with God and the Word was God.‘  I can tell you honestly, it took me 

years to understand this. Yet It is singularly the most prophetic verse ever. We   
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Sunday School News   
                                     ... from St Peter’s 

This last month has seen Sunday School move from WhatsApp to Zoom. This 

in itself was traumatic for those of us who struggle with technology.  

However it has been really good for us all to worship together.   Safeguarding 

regulations are stringent including getting feedback for events.  It makes it all 

worthwhile when we know that ' kids just love it ' 

 

As a group we really enjoy singing  and have 

musical instruments including harmonica to 

accompany our songs as well as spoons!!!   We 

prepare early for Sunday with ideas for the 

Gospel reading going on our WhatsApp group 

by Friday at the latest e.g. this week we have 

looked at the difficulty of being a disciple . We 

had obstacles around the house to negotiate.  
 

On Trinity Sunday it seemed everybody was 

baking with ideas in threes !  The theme of 

discipleship has been really good and some of 

you will have received pictures from the children 

to show how they are spreading a message of 

love with your magazine . 
 

As we see the beginnings of reopening in society 

we hope to meet outside especially with our 

older children.  I intend to run some sort of 

holiday group online to include those families 

who attend workshops but are not part of our 

Sunday morning group. 
 

I recently had a Zoom Diocesan Children's 

Networking meeting and we discussed children's work during lockdown . This 

made me realise for us in St Peter's Sunday school our WhatsApp group has 

been a real community of love and care . Not only in faith have we grown 

stronger,  but in our friendship with each other and our love and compassion . 
 

Love to all, 

St Peter's Sunday School . 
 
 

All children received certifi-

cates for their participation 

during lockdown 
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Renie is in Nelson Manor 

Care Home and, up until last 

week, had not been able to 

have any visitors since the 

middle of March.  She had 

been keeping her spirits up 

with numerous phone calls to 

and from friends and family. 
 

However, she is now allowed 

to have ONE visit a week of 

15 MINUTES and I was lucky 

enough to be able to get to 

see her this Monday. 
 

The sun was shining so we 

were able to meet in the 

sunshine. It was lovely to see 

her and I think she 

appreciated being able to talk 

to someone face-to-face and 

hear the news (although that 

wasn‘t easy as I had to wear a 

mask!)   
 

Renie asked me to remember 

her to all her friends at 

church, and thank those of you who had been ringing her - she really does 

appreciate hearing from you. 
 

Before I left, I took this photo of her with one of the carers from Nelson 

Manor.  As you see, she‘s looking very well and most importantly, staying 

healthy! 

Pam 

Thank you ...  
Many thanks to Canon David and Mrs Elizabeth Towers for their kind 

donation towards the printing and postage for the St Peter's magazine . 

They really appreciate receiving it and reading our news . 

22 
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St Stephen’s Rainbows’ News 
 

As I am sure you are all aware, Rainbows 

haven‘t been meeting since March, however the leaders have been 

posting activities and links to activities on our unit Facebook page for the 

girls to try.  

 

Some parents have posted photos of the girls taking part in a variety of 

activities. There was Eleanor having an indoor camp, sleeping in a tent 

with her brothers, Evie taking one of our unit mascots, Brian, on a bike 

ride, Taylor making and displaying bunting for VE Day and Vivienne‘s 

candle shining bright in the window.  

 

We know that Rainbows will not be meeting before September and on 

Wednesday will be holding our first virtual meeting via Zoom ... leaders 

are all so excited about seeing the girls, we really have missed seeing 
them. 

 

Stay safe everyone 

              The Rainbow Leaders 

1. What are the three main rivers in Lancashire? 

2. Which Lancashire-born engineer invented the Spinning Jenny in the 18th 

Century? 

3. In which Lancashire town was the Co-operative Movement founded? 

4. In which Lancashire town is the Nutters Dance performed every Easter 

Sunday? 

5. Name the Lancashire town where the first test tube baby was born. 

6. Which town in Lancashire was called Marsden prior to 1805? 

7. Liquorice, capsicum, eucalyptus and menthol are the main ingredients of 

which well-know edible product first made in Fleetwood in the late 19th 

Century? 

8. In which city is the University of Central Lancashire? 

9. Lancashire‘s industrial landscape was often the subject for which famous 

artist? 

10. Which Lancashire soccer side did Jim Bowen support? 

11. From which Lancashire town do the Verve come? 

12. Which motorway goes from Yorkshire to Lancashire, east to west? 

13. Which Lancashire town boasts itself as the birthplace of the tee-total 

movement? 

14. Which fruit has the varieties Lord Kitchener, White Lion, and Lancashire 

Lad? 

15. In which Lancashire town is Moorhouses Brewery? 

16. Which TV and Newspaper fortune teller was born in Accrington, 

Lancashire. 

17. Where is the administrative centre of Lancashire? 

18. Which Lancashire town was officially known as Poulton le Sands until 

1870? 

19. Which Lancashire town was designated a new town in 1961 to relieve 

overcrowding on Merseyside? 

20. Name the ex Lancashire bowler who, in the 2003 English cricket season, 

topped the bowling averages? 
 

Answers can be found on page 32 
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Quotations about Prayer  

 
 
Prayer does not change God, but it changes him who prays.  ~Søren 
Kierkegaard 
 
No one is a firmer believer in the power of prayer than the devil; not that he 
practices it, but he suffers from it.  ~ Guy H. King 
 
Trouble and perplexity drive me to prayer and prayer drives away 
perplexity and trouble.  ~ Philip Melanchthen 
 
Don't pray when it rains if you don't pray when the sun shines.  ~ Satchel 
Paige, 1974 
 
The value of consistent prayer is not that He will hear us, but that we will 
hear Him.  ~ William McGill 
 
Prayer may not change things for you, but it for sure changes you for 
things.  ~ Samuel M. Shoemaker 
 
As long as there are tests, there will be prayer in schools.  ~ Author 
Unknown 
 
We have to pray with our eyes on God, not on the difficulties.  ~ Oswald 
Chambers 
 
When at night you cannot sleep, talk to the Shepherd and stop counting 
sheep.  ~ Author Unknown 
 
When a man is at his wits' end it is not a cowardly thing to pray, it is the 
only way he can get in touch with Reality.  ~ Oswald Chambers 
 
Many people pray as if God were a big aspirin pill; they come only when 
they hurt.  ~ B. Graham Dienert 
 
Prayer is when you talk to God; meditation is when you listen to God.  ~ 
Author Unknown 
 
Prayer is not merely an occasional impulse to which we respond when we 
are in trouble:  prayer is a life attitude.  ~ Walter A. Mueller 
 
It  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Prayer is communication with the Divine.  It can be whispered or chanted or 
written or expressed in the work you do.  However it is expressed, it is never 
in vain.  ~ Donna Wilk Cardillo 
 
It is not well for a man to pray cream and live skimmed  milk.  ~ Henry 
Ward Beecher 
 
I have been driven many times to my knees by the overwhelming conviction 
that I had nowhere else to go.  ~ Abraham Lincoln 
 
God can pick sense out of a confused prayer.  ~ Richard Sibbes 
 
God always answers our prayers, but sometimes the answer is no.  ~ Author 
Unknown 
 
God speaks in the silence of the heart.  Listening is the beginning of 
prayer.  ~ Mother Teresa 
 
What we usually pray to God is not that His will be done, but that He 
approve ours.  ~ Helga Bergold Gross 
 
Before we can pray, "Lord, Thy Kingdom come," we must be willing to pray, 
"My Kingdom go."  ~ Alan Redpath 
 
Some people think that prayer just means asking for things, and if they fail 
to receive exactly what they asked for, they think the whole thing is a 
fraud.  ~ Gerald Vann 
 
God has editing rights over our prayers.  He will... edit them, correct them, 
bring them in line with His will and then hand them back to us to be 
resubmitted.  ~ Stephen Crotts 
 
Be thankful that God's answers are wiser than your answers.  ~ William 
Culbertson 

Prayer is exhaling the spirit of man and inhaling the spirit of God.  ~ Edwin 
Keith 
 
Prayer is the spirit speaking truth to Truth.  ~ Philip James Bailey 
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Linda Writes ... 
 

Hello everyone, 
 

Things are changing. As I 

write this we are now 

able to go into church for private 

prayer.  By the time you read this 

things may have changed again. 

 

Over the last three months there 

have been lots of changes to our way 

of life, and we have adapted. Some 

days have been better than others 

and probably some people have 

coped better than others. 

 

What has become apparent during 

this time, is we can utilise various 

means of communication to continue 

to share the word of God but we are 

mainly reaching those who already 

come to church and those for who 

we have contact details. 

 

As we move forward we need to 

realise that all the virtual services and 

presentations have been good, but 

how do we get the message out to  

the wider community. 
 

That is something that needs to be 

foremost   in   our   minds   when we  

return to church and are able to 

meet together. We must find ways of 

inviting others to join us. This is not 

something that someone else will do, 

we must all play a part.   Whether it 

is attending courses to help us with 

being able to share Gods word or 

to strengthen our own faith.  It 

may be as simple as asking a friend 

or neighbour if they would like to 

come along one Sunday. 
 

Lots of things have changed and 

may never be the same again. 
 

What hasn‘t changed is GOD‘S 

LOVE FOR US. 

 Linda 
 

And so we know and rely on the 

love God has for us. God is love. 

Whoever lives in love lives in God, 

and God in them. (John 4:16) 
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... from our Vision Champions 



want to grow and keep young people 

then maybe we need to address the 

gap between Sunday School and 

grown up Church. I‘ll certainly be 

thinking and praying about it. 

______________________________ 
 

HERE’S A THOUGHT ... Like a tree‘s 

branches we all have to flex and bend 

with the wind of change. If a tree is 

too rigid and unyielding in high gales, 

it will break. In Jesus, we must be 

willing to change, to bend with the 

wind of change. Things change around 

us all the time. We all know how it 

feels to be in circumstances beyond 

our control. If you stand too rigid you 

could snap.  
 

But even as the outer world moves 

and changes, our inner world needs 

to be kept safe. Proverbs 4:23 says, 

―guard your heart, for everything you 

do flows from it.‖ I‘ve learned that 

your heart can harden imperceptibly 

over time, and I‘m thankful to God 

that by his Spirit I‘ve been able to 

keep my heart soft and protected. 

(John Kirkby. Christians Against 

Poverty) 
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IS IT FOUR OR IS IT FIVE YEARS 

THAT I’VE BEEN VISION 

CHAMPION? ... 

I‘ve honestly forgotten. But one of the 

aspirations I‘ve had from the start has 

been for St.Peter‘s to engage more 

with the local community. Sadly, 

despite progress in so many areas, it‘s 

one thing we‘ve never managed to 

really get stuck into. Which is a pity, 

because over those four or five years, if 

I‘ve learnt one thing, (and actually I‘ve 

learned quite a bit more than one 

thing), it‘s that getting involved with 

other people in the local area to fulfil 

some need for the disadvantaged is one 

of the very best and most effective 

forms of outreach.  
 

Such activities are living out Christ‘s 

teachings, they give us a new group of 

local contacts, who are often 

influencers locally, introduce us to 

people looking for help, and tend to 

keep us in the eye of the local media. 

All it needs is somebody who can point 

us to a realistic project that we can 

play a part in and who can organise and 

co-ordinate our efforts. That‘s not a 

task that I have the talent for. But if we 

look around and pray, could we not 

find some way of doing this? From what 

I‘ve heard and seen, done properly this 

is a surefire winner for everybody, and 

hugely effective as a tool for 

evangelism. 
 

Alan Roadley  
Vision Champion, St.Peter‘s 
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message 

 They interact with each other and 

share ideas. They don‘t spend most 

of the morning as an individual, they 

spend it as part of a team or a 

group. 
 

Of course those of us who are adults, 

from late teens to ninety somethings, 

we don‘t always look for the same 

things from a Church service as do 

youngsters. We treasure the liturgy, 

the music, the ritual, the sacredness of 

the Eucharist. We might like quiet 

contemplation. Some of us, maybe 

most of us, just want to listen to a 

traditional sermon, and dread the 

thought of having to interact with 

others. Some will have no time or 

desire for preparing and informing 

themselves before coming to Church.  
 

But despite all that, I am reminded that 

one of the aims of the Diocesan Vision 

is that we should be 24/7 Christians, 

and not just ―Sunday Christians‖. And I 

really do think that we could benefit by 

thinking about how we might improve 

Church life for all if we looked to what 

the children do. Consider this too;  

young adults who have come up 

through Sunday School, worshipping 

and learning in a collaborative way, are 

suddenly expected to be passive and 

sit for up to an hour and a half without 

really relating to anyone else. It must 

be    a     hard     transition.     If     we  

Alan Writes ... 
Is Sunday School better 

than grown up Church? 

That‘s something I‘ve been 

asking myself recently. With Sunday 

School being conducted virtually 

during lockdown, via social media 

and video, I‘ve got a bit more of an 

insight as to what they do. And I‘m 

more than impressed. 

Based on what I‘ve learned, I can 

think of at least 4 ways where 

Sunday School does indeed seem to 

offer more than big Church. 

 They are more in contact with 

each other and with the leaders, 

more of a community. I know 

that many of our adult Church 

members also keep in touch with 

others during the week, but I 

think Sunday School goes a bit 

further in making Church a 

community rather than a 

collection of individuals. 

 They start preparing for Church 

from about Thursday. They may 

be given things to read or do. So 

they don‘t come to Sunday 

morning stone co ld  and 

wondering what the day‘s theme 

and context might be, they come 

primed and ready to go. 

 They learn interactively; not just 

being read to as passive listeners, 

but as active participants, doing 

activities that reinforce the day‘s  
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If you wish for HAPPY feet 

A pair that’s always trim & neat 
No ingrown nails or awkward bumps, 

Feet that will carry you anywhere 
Give the feeling of walking on air. 
If these are the sort of feet for you ... 

 

... don’t hesitate to contact PAULA, your local chiropodist  
with over 25 years of experience. 

 

Ring 01282 838083 for an appointment to suit or  
to arrange for treatment in the comfort of your own home. 

On production of this advert, receive £5.00 off your first treatment.

 Answers to the Quiz on Page 24 
1.  Rivers Ribble, Wyre & Lune; 2. James Hargreaves; 3. Rochdale;  4. Bacup; 

5. Oldham;  6. Nelson;  7. Fisherman’s Friend;  8. Preston;  9. L S Lowry; 

10. Blackburn Rovers;  11. Wigan;  12. M62;  13. Preston;  14. Gooseberry;  

15. Burnley16. Mystic Meg;  17. Preston;  18. Morecambe;  19. Skelmersdale; 

20. Muttiah Muralitharan 

A People Transformed 
 

Do you fancy taking part in a four session online course?  

The Diocese has launched ―A People Transformed‖, a 4 part  

course of study designed to be delivered online via  

live video.  

 

Here‘s how they describe it: 
 

“The people of God have historically and globally worshipped under all 

circumstances including threats, war and persecution – and for us, now, in a 

time of pandemic. They have had to ask new questions about what it means to 

continue to live out their calling to be a faithful presence and prophetic witness 

in their communities under new circumstances.“ 
 

‘A People Transformed’ is a 4-session small group resource exploring those 

questions by drawing on the experience of the early church recorded for us in Acts 

and is written to be used in an online context.” 
 

It is intended to try and run it across the Benefice. At time of writing I can‘t tell 

you much beyond that it will likely start at the beginning of July and run over 

four weekly sessions. It looks to be not too demanding, aimed at all levels and 

be similar to the sort of stuff we do at ABCs.  It‘s likely that I will lead some 

sessions, but others may do so too. The sessions are set to be about an hour 

long, and there will be some reading to be done beforehand. Depending on 

how many are interested, there may need to be more than one group.  
 

Participants will obviously require a decent internet connection and whatever 

meeting software we decide on (Zoom, Google or Teams).  

It would be good preparation for restarting and re-energising Church life after 

lockdown. 

 

If you think it might be for you, please can you email me to express an interest, 

and you will receive full details as soon as they are known. 

Alan.     alan@alanroadley.net 
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Leaving work on the Thursday 19th March, knowing that 

we would potentially not return for months was the 

weirdest feeling in the world.  Covid 19 was spreading fast 

and this unknown wave of destruction was about to 

descend on us and turn our lives upside down. We had 

seen the catastrophic affect it had had on human lives as it 

swept its way through Europe towards the UK and fear, anxiety and 

uncertainty was as the heart of our emotions. People feared for the lives of 

loved ones, they feared that they would not see their grandchildren, children, 

parents and best friends for months, people feared for their jobs, their 

livelihood, their homes. As lockdown was announced on March 23rd the 

realisation of this pandemic hit,  and the country shut its doors and came to a 

standstill for most.  

 

Like a phoenix from the ashes rose our heroes. NHS workers, 

carers, shop workers, bin men, post men, teachers and many 

more professions stood up in the face of adversity and fought to 

keep the country safe and on it‘s feet. ‗Ordinary‘ people in 

‗ordinary‘ professions were suddenly our only lifeline and the 

only chance we had of getting through this. The country came 

together in solidarity to applaud and show appreciation for the humble work 

force that now became our saviour.   

 

The next thing that came was the kindness, 

compassion, and collaboration of people within 

our communities. Neighbours were being 

neighbourly, people stuck at home were 

developing ideas to support our Covid workforce from their kitchen tables by 

raising money and offering support, the creatives came out in force spreading 

visual artwork that inspired others to stay strong and generally,  despite all the 

devastating impact of Covid 19 the world became a nicer place. We had a new 

found appreciation for each other and the world around us and suddenly 

everything that may have  always seemed important,  wasn‘t and the things we 

had come to take for granted were the things we craved the most - each other. 

Everyday heroes have  become something that is being celebrated daily on our 

screens and in the media and I am astounded by peoples bravery.  

 

For me, our children are the unsung heroes. Whilst we have brought our 

children close and kept them safe at home its easy to forget the sacrifices they  

         

 

have had to make and how this may have impacted on them.  On that same 

Thursday afternoon as I drove home feeling weird, many children were going 

home from their schools never to return.  Year 6  children would not get the 

opportunity to have those final weeks with their friends, celebrating the lives 

they have spent together, the things they have learnt the friendships they have 

made. They wouldn‘t have that final PGL trip together that they have waited 

years for,  or the Leavers‘ disco and award ceremony. Year 11‘s wouldn‘t have 

the opportunity to complete the exams they had been working so hard for, no 

prom, no crazy leavers‘ day running round signing shirts, crying, hugging and 

reminiscing about school life. Year 13‘s A levels were abandoned just as exams 

were about to start with total uncertainty about whether they would receive a 

qualification and progress. Children faced months ahead without seeing their 

best friends, grandparents, relatives, their teachers who care and support them 

daily and,  like all this wasn‘t bad enough,  some had the worry of parents and 

carers still having to go to work when they could see the concern and panic all 

around them, they could hear people talking about having no money, no jobs to 

return to,  and the talk of people becoming ill. Whilst children stayed home and 

stayed safe the impact to their little lives was immense and the strength and 

optimism of this brave little work force has astounded me.  

It is now time to look forward not back, we must never forget the bravery and 

solidarity that our nations work force demonstrated and we stand behind 

everyone who is now returning to work and starting to face the ‗new normal‘ 

way of living but this month I want us to really think and pray about our 

children. T heir new normal is really quite strange, they still can‘t play closely 

with their friends in the yard, they still can‘t sing in assembly (or even have an 

assembly for that matter) They can‘t share a desk or a pencil, they can‘t swap 

biscuits at lunchtime, have sleepovers or parties.  But despite all this you will 

see their brave little faces everywhere. Smiling, laughing and being appreciative 

of the life they have been given despite all this.  

 

Phoebe Jackson returned to school last week,  just for 2 days whilst her Mum 

and Dad were at work.  As you can imagine they were worried and anxious 

about the day she would have had, I saw her moments after she got home and  

/continued ... 
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asked her how it had been.   ―It was amazing!‖ she said.   

 

All of our Sunday school children have been doing wonderful things at home 

and in school that we have shared with you and I will continue to share more 

wonderful moments from our St Stephen‘s family but as we move forward I 

want us to pray for our children; the brave, positive, charismatic, creative, crazy 

and heroic workforce that we are all so very proud of.  

 

Heavenly Father. We bring before you the presence of our children. Thank you 

for keeping them safe and strong during these difficult times. Give them the gift 

of laughter, let them see the good in every new day. Let them feel safe and pro-

tected in your love. Give them strength over these next few months to face the 

changes with bravery and positivity and let others see the gift of life you have 

given in the children all around us.   Amen. 

 

Vanessa 

 

More of What We’ve Been Up To! 

Winner, Winner chicken Dinner! 

Max wins the Sunday School Big  

Breakfast Quiz! 

Each child received a magazine for com-

pleting a Sunday School task.  Here’s 

Taylor receiving hers. 

Members of both St Stephen’s and St Peter’s Sunday Schools joined in with a 

Virtual Pentecost Service along with other members of both congregations! 

Phoebe made a 
chocolate bun for 
everyone who took 
part in the Sunday 
School Zoom Quiz - 
she delivered them 

as well!! 
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